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Women and the Law: 
Credit Where Credit Is Due 
On February 7, the Mary and 
William Society presented a 
program about credit 
discrimination. The program 
included a videotape from the 
Women and Law series 
produced by Seton Hall 
University and financed by the 
Exxon Foundation and HEW. 
There is great concern about 
this type of discrimination 
because of the importarice of 
credit in American society. It 
was emphasized that the work in 
this area is geared toward 
securing equality in availability 
of credit. No one suggests that 
women be given more credit 
than they deserve financially. 
There are five major areas of 
credit discrimination. These 
are: 
1. Single women have a more 
difficult time receiving credit 
than single men. -
2. Women must reapply for 
credit when they marry and men 
do not. 
3. Married women cannot 
obtain credit in their own name. 
4. The wife's salary may not 
be taken into account when 
credit is applied for. 
5. A divorced or separated 
woman's difficulty in re-
establishing credit. 
Credit discrimination based on 
sex or marital status continues 
despite the lack of study to find if 
there really is a difference in 
credit risk. Instead there has 
been a tendency to rely on 
traditional views that a woman 
is expected to marry, have 
children, and leave the work 
force. 
The few studies that have been 
done indicate that sex is not an 
important factor in credit risk. 
While marital status does make 
a difference, this distinction is 
caused by the fact that divorced 
men are a poor credit risk. 
Divorced women are no more of 
a risk than married women. 
Single women do not have a 
great- deal of trouble obtaining 
short term credit such as 
department store credit cards. 
The problem, however, is 
obtaining long term loans. 
Refusal is based on the belief 
that their salary is not 
dependable since they will 
eventually marry and lea ve the 
work force . 
............................................................................................................................... --................................................... ~ 
The divorced woman is faced 
wi th two kinds of problem. She is 
considered a poor risk because 
her status is seen as 
demonstrating her instability . 
She may also have no job or only 
one which she has held for a 
short time. Alimony is usually 
not considered for credit 
purposes because it is seen as an 
unreliable source. 
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The second big problem facing 
the divorced woman is the lack 
of a credit history. Since credit is 
usually extended only in the 
husband's name, the wife can 
not take advantage of a good 
credit history after divorce 
despite any contribution she 
. . 
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(Continued on page.2) Faculty Profile: 
Powell's Career 
Long & Distinguished 
It's to Laugh 
Williamsburg, Virginia best cartoon on the Law School 
The basement of Rogers Hall would receive a six-paek of 
was a scene of confusion Heineken. " How could we know 
recently when submissions to that the student body would go 
the 1977 Amicus Curiae Cartoon so far for a six-pack'? " mused 
Contest became so numerous Executive Editor Elizabeth 
that staff members were forced Carder. 
to evacuate the office. The deadline for cartoon 
" We just don't have space to submissions is F ebruary 28 -
print all of these cartoons !" still a week away, noted the 
wailed Editor-in-Chief Sarah editors ruefully. Janitorial staff 
("Sally") Collins, motioning to in Rogers has threatened a walk-
the overflowing crates of sub- out strike if the mass of entries 
missions piled high in the of- has not been organized by that 
fice 's interior . Meanwhile, time. Consequently, the Amicus 
Associates Brian Buckley and staff has been placed on 24-hour 
Andrew Thurman patlentiy shifts to tabulate the results of 
attempted to sort through the the contest. 
thousands of entries. Submissions are still 
The amazing response was welcome, Ms . Collins em-
prompted by an announcement phasized, and should be placed 
in the F:ebruary 4 Amicus Curiae in the Amicus box in the Law 
that the student submitting the School office. 
Bolling Raines Powell, Jr., has 
had a diverse career. After 
receiving two degrees from the 
University of Virginia - an M.A. 
from the Moore School of 
Economics in 1933 and a J.D. 
from the Law School in 1934 
(where he also served as Editor-
in-Chief of the Law Review ), 
Powell went to work for former 
ABA President Logan M~rtin 's 
firm , Martin , Turner & 
McWhorter. 
Powell was associated with 
the firm for four years, and most 
of his efforts centered around 
"the fight by the public utilities 
against FDR's New Deal. " His 
role in the litigation enabled him 
"to watch and work with Newton 
Baker (Secretary of War in 
Wilson 's Cabinet) , Dean 
Acheson and - Wendell Wilke," 
which he characterized as " a 
great learning experience." 
In 1938 he returned to the 
University of Virginia Law 
School as an assistant professor 
to teach Common Law Pleadings 
and Public Utilities Law. He left 
lNa. in 1939 to become counsel 
for the Chesapeake and Potomac 
Telephone Company. With the 
outbreak of World War II, 
Powell was commissioned a 
Second Lieutenant in the United 
States Army. 
His first orders took him to 
Hollywood, where he served as 
the legal advisor for an Army 
training film, and to Hawaii, 
where the Army was looking for 
" Pearl Harbor Scapegoa ts ." 
Among those in line for this 
dub ious distinction was a 
Colonel Wyman, the father of 
actress Jane Wyman. Powell 
later went to North Africa , took 
part in the invasion of Sardinia, 
and saw service with the 88th 
Division in Yugoslavia . 
He returned to Washington a 
Lieutenant Colonel and was 
placed on the staff of General 
George C. Marshall. Powell 
described his position " a 
Lobbyist for the War 
(Continued on page 2) 
Places Still 
Available 
By Emeric Fischer 
Spaces in the Exeter program 
are filling UP rapidly . We have 
received to date some 120 
registrations, representing 60 
different law schools across the 
country. This is well ahead of 
our February 1976 figures for 
last summer's program . 
However, the number of Mar-
shall-Wythe students applying 
thus far is quite small . If the 
cancellation rate this year 
equals last year's, we do not 
anticipate having to close out the 
program. 
But space is limited, and if we 
should have to cut off 
registrations we would hate to 
turn away any of our own 
students who wish to par-
ticipate. So any students here at 
Marshall-Wythe who think they 
do want to go to Exeter with the 
program this summer , we urge 
you to act promptly. 
Don 't forget , there are some 
scholarship funds available, 
including four $1 ,000 awards 
exclusively for Marshall-Wythe 
students. Brochures, application 
forms and other informatin are 
available from Karen in the 
Lounge Office. 
New library 
Rules Posted 
The Library Committee met on Wednesday, February 2. 1977, to 
formulate new library regulations. The following regulations and 
procedures were agreed upon and approved by the faculty at its 
meeting Thursday, Feb. 3, 1977. 
1) Library hours are extended on Saturday and Sunday for the 
remainder of the semester, effective February 5, 1977. 
Sa turday - 8: 00 AM - Midnight 
Sunday - 8:00 AM - Midnight 
The extended hours are applicable to Marshall-Wythe only. They 
do not apply to Camm. 
2) Law Review students will continue to enjoy the right to use the 
library after the official closing hour on the following conditions: 
a ) On Monday of each week, the Editor-in-Chief of the Law 
Review must supply the Law Librarian with a list of those staff 
members who will require access to the library after hours during the 
next seven days. 
b) All Law Review students who remain in the library must 
sign in at the official close of library hours and then sign out when 
they leave the library. The register will be kept at the circulation 
desk. 
c ) Exceptions for students other than Law Review must be 
cleared with the Faculty Advisor and the Law Librarian. No staff 
member is authorized to make the exception. In the absence of the 
Law Librarian, the Associate Law Librarian will make the exception. 
3) All smoking, food and beverages are ·prohibited. This rule 
applies to both Marshall-Wythe and Camm and will become effective 
as soon as signs can be made and posted. 
Ms. Heriot, Law Librarian, will be glad to discuss any of the new 
regulations. 
-,.. 
-
-
-
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Out of the Closet ... 
and Into the Library? 
The following editorial appeared in the Harvard Law 
School 's Harvard Law Record. We reprint it in it's entirety 
and likewise offer support for shelving Gilbert 's Outlines at 
Mar~hall-Wythe. 
The Committee on Legal Education is now considering 
the possibility of placing Gilbert 's Outlines in the Law School 
library. We urge them to reach a quick decision in favor of 
shelving the outlines in the library. Quick action is needed to 
insure that Gilbert 's will be in the library in time for those 
who wish to use them to prepare for this semester's exams. 
There is really no appropriate reason for not having the 
outlines in the library. The only reason advanced by some at 
the Law School against Gilbert's is " educational policy" is 
not one of the more successful ones at the Law School, since 
Gilbert's are available in most book stores as well as on Law 
School property - the Coop outlet in the Hark. 
We feel there is no justification for the intellectual 
snobbery that has barred Gilbert's from the Law School 
library. While some students never use Gilbert's , many do 
use the outlines . The Law School should make it convenient 
for those who wish to use them (but find it expensive) by 
placing them in the library . The cost to the library would be 
minimal compared to some of its other costs. 
It is time to put an end to the senseless censorship of 
Professor Gilbert at the Law School. Let us take him out of the 
closet and put him into the Law School library. I 
GUEST EDITORIAL: 
OPEN EXAMS 
By Bill Ginivan and 
Nancy A. McBride 
A major barrier to rational course selection at Marshall-
Wythe is the rigid examination schedule. More often than not. 
students choose their courses working backwards from an 
examination schedule rather than forward from their in-
tellectual interests and bar examination needs . When the 
entire measure of performance is a given course in one exam, 
it is not in your best interst to choose courses that would have 
you taking back-to-back exams. Yet, these may be )ust the 
courses best-suited to your needs. An open-examination 
period is the most direct way to remedy this situation . 
In order to determine student support for such a system. 
a referendum question on an open examination period will 
appear on the SBA 's February 24 Presidential Ballot. 
Procedure 
The following explanation of an open examination 
schedule is based on the policy in effect at the University of 
Virginia since Fall 1974. 
As with our current policy, there would be a two-week. 12-
day period with a total of 24 examination periods. Five of 
these would be reserved exclusively for first-year 
examinations as scheduled . The remaining 19 periods would 
then be open for 2nd and 3rd year students. Examinations 
would be available for pick-up at a central location during a 
specified period - from perhaps 8: 30-9: 15, with the 
examination ending at noon or in three hours , whichever is 
sooner. An administrative staff would note both pick-up and 
return time for each examination. Late returns would be 
penalized according to faculty-de\ eloped guidelines. 
Students could. of course. take their examinations at any 
location they choose within the law building. Certain areas 
would be designated smoking or no smoking for the duration 
of the examination period . Likewise, a typing room could be 
made available. 
Honor Code 
Under the Honor Code, there could be absolutely no 
conversation about the examination between a student who 
has taken the examination and one who has not. Students 
could write out and sign a pledge that they have neither 
received aid on an examination nor had prior knowledge of its 
contents. 
The Referendum 
The foregoing is merely suggestive and would be open to 
full discussion amongst our community of scholars. After 
discussing this system \'v'ith a few of our counterparts at the 
University of Virginia . we are persuaded that it is a good 
system, worthy of at least a try. With a will to do so. we can 
work out any administrative problems posed. What is im-
portant right now is that we begin to talk about the idea and 
express an opinion on the presidential ballot. If the students 
support such a system . then we can work with the faculty to 
develop specific procedures for Marshall-\'. ythe. 
Editor 's Note: A copy of the policy in effect at the University 
of Virginia has been posted on the student bulletin board. 
Amicus Curiae 
Powell, 
Cont'd. 
Department." In 1946, he left th~ 
Army and went to work for the 
Under Secretary of State for 
Commercial Affairs, Will 
Clayton. Powell was then given 
the temporary rank of Minister 
and a title : Deputy Director, 
Office of Transportation and 
Communication Policy. 
While traveling in the 
Philippines in 1947, Powell met 
Paul V. McNutt , former 
Governor of Indiana, Director of 
Manpower in the Roosevelt 
Administration, last High 
Commissioner of the Philippines 
and first U.S. Ambassador to the 
Philippines. He and McNutt 
formed a law partnership which 
lasted until 1949, at which time 
McNutt became too ill to 
practice. 
In 1956, while the senior 
partner in Powell, Dorset, Blum 
& White, Powell became Special 
Counsel to the Board of 
Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System. It is in this 
capacity that he received the 
" Wildcat Award" from the 
President of the Continental 
Trust Bank of Salt Lake City. 
The Bank was maintaining 
insufficient reserves , and the 
Board of Governors sent a letter 
requesting the bank's president 
to take steps or the Board would 
be forced to handle the matter. 
The preSident, " an 
independently-minded fellow," 
sent a message to the Board of 
Governors, telling them that 
ordering him to increase his 
reserves would be like "stuffing 
butter up a wildcat's ass with a 
hot screwdriver." 
The Board was, to say the 
least , somewhat dismayed at the 
president's attitude, so Powell 
entered into negotiations with 
the bank 's attorneys . The 
attorneys' arrived at one of the 
sessions with a large package 
and handed it to Powell. Inside, 
he found one stuffed wildcat. one 
stick of butter , and one 
screwdriver. The last two items 
have since been lost , but the 
wildcat continues to hold a place 
of honor at Powell's home in 
Gloucester . 
Discrimination, 
Cont'd. 
may have made to that history. 
On the other hand, a bad credit 
rating developed in the 
husband 's name will tend to 
follow the divorced wife. 
Various remedies have been 
proposed or are in effect. 
1\venty five states currently 
have laws dealing with credit 
discrimination. There are also 
several avenues open under 
federal law . These federal 
remedies have not proved to be 
completely effective however . 
An action under constitutional 
guarantees must show that there 
is state action involved. 
The legislation proposed on 
the federal level presents the 
dual problem of conflict with 
state law and the necessity for 
action b) agencies more 
accustomed to dealing with 
financial problems than with 
discrimina tion . 
Although there have been 
advancements made in this 
area. the problem is far from 
solved. The need now is for laws 
which will give women the 
greatest pro tec tion without 
requiring too much complexity 
in enforcement. . 
February 18, 1977 
In The Write ' 
By George Neuberger 
Now I'm just an old Middle-western country-boy isolationist by 
heart; my foreign policy heroes are the great isolationist senators of 
the turn of the Century. I'm uncomfortable discussing the subject and 
usually avoid it. I shall nevertheless depart from my rule just long 
enough to observe that American foreign policy initiatives of the last 
two decades have done little to convince me that the isolationists 
were too altogether wrong in their literal interpretation of President 
Washington's parting advice that we avoid entangling alliances. The 
same is true today_ 
Regretably the world has turned, and so has our simpler attitude 
toward our relations with other nations - at least, that is, until the 
Carter Administration came to town. Henceforth, our foreign policy 
is to be conduCted with a new simplism manifested by an unselfish 
charity toward the hostile have-not nations and a trusting faith in our 
enemies of the last half century. Well good, but Mr. Carter's latest 
articulation of this peace and love policy, coming while the President 
soared above the clouds on the latest Doomsday Plane is, if anything, 
incongruous. 
Side-stepping the platitudes, let us examine some of the fledgling ' 
administration's foreign policy actions and pronouncements : 
First, Mr. Carter's promised "major" cutbacks on Pentagon 
waste seem to have joined many of his other campaign promises in 
the Presidential wastebasket. Though there will be a defense spen-
ding cutback, and the final figures are not available as we go to print, 
the decrease will not be as large as any of the numbers used during 
the campaign (varying between $5- and $22-billion, depending on the 
audience) . Now understand, I'm not complaining that Mr. Carter 
hasn't cut enough at the Pentagon. Rather, I merely observe that the 
President had promised that, without harming the "meat" of our 
defense, he would carry out several quite specific proposals for 
trimming the "fat" at the Pentagon; and there certainly is at least as 
much "fat" there as elsewhere - HEW for example? - in the 
government. 
Second, the appointment of Mr. Warnke to negotiate for us at the 
SALT talks smacks of leaving a 6-year old to guard the cookie jar. 
Without impugning Warnke's motives (for they appear to be above 
reproach), we should ask serious questions about whether we want 
our representative to be a gentleman who considers deployment of 
our latest strategic weapon systems to be folly. This isn't to say he 
won 't be a good negotiator - or that a suspiciOUS Congress will give 
him a chance to be less than tough - but the nomina tion does raise 
far-ranging policy considerations which have not received adequate 
attention in the confirmation hearings. 
Finally, there is the matter of Mr. Congressman-Ambassador 
Young. The appointment was surprising, and until Mr. Carter took 
Young's airline credit card away from him on Sunday last, Am-
bassador Young enjoyed more visibility and more authority to speak 
for the Administration than has any UN Representative recently. I 
was beginning to believe it would work . too. Our sutrSaharan Africa 
policy , like most of our Third World policy, has been a disaster, and 
Young seemed to have the qualifications for turning it around. Mr. 
Young, however , is exceedingly ambitious. and the UN Am-
bassadorship, Mr. Moynihan's excepted. has never been one of the 
choicer stepping stones in Am~rican politics. Mr. Young should be 
(Cont inued on page 4) 
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Nolan, 'Ronca seek SBA Presidency 
Nolan 
Whereas my resume is 
conspicuously lacking in facts 
that might recommend me to an 
employer and whereas I don 't 
care if you are tired of seeing my 
name on the ballot, I feel. 
compelled once again to seek 
high office. 
Since there do not appear to be 
any issues , I shall endeavor to 
create some for the edification , 
enlightenment and amusement 
of you, the scions of democracy . 
The first order of business of 
the SBA should be a revision of 
its policy of see~ing funds to 
save our beknighted law school. 
Instead of begging for money 
which the state can ill afford to 
spend on a project of such 
doubtful utility, I suggest we 
enter into tripartite negotiations 
with the legislature and the 
Board of Trustees of the 
University of Virginia Law 
School. Wha t I propose is this : 
In return for our agreement to 
cease begging for funds thereby 
saving the legislature from the 
embarrassment of having to go 
back on its promise , we receive 
a promise that beginning next 
fall all of us will be admitted to 
the U.Va . Law School and 
Marshall-Wythe will be allowed 
to go down the tubes without 
taking us with it. This will save 
the state considerable amounts 
of money , relieve the legislature 
and the ABA of their 
embarrassing predicaments and 
vouchsafe our careers. The only 
party who might stand to lose is 
U.Va. but it would only be a 
temporary thing - just long 
enough to graduate us out. 
The next issue is one familiar 
to us all: input. We hear all sorts 
of noise about input; how it is 
greatly desired, will be 
encouraged by the candidates, 
etc. , etc. , ad nauseaum. What 
exactly is behind all this craving 
for input? What exactly is meant 
by input? Were the bullets fired 
at Gary Gilmore examples of the 
sort of input desired, or what? 
Why is there nothing heard 
about output? 
I have pondered this question 
long and hard and have finally 
determined that input is nothing 
if not expressive of repr~sed 
sexual frustrations . Males 
similarly situated have confided 
that they are themselves bereft 
of output. I therefore propose 
that the SBA establish a Board of 
Sexual Affairs (SSA) to 
coordina te these suppressed 
urges and get those desiring 
input together with those 
desiring output to the end that 
our mental health be 
safeguarded from the ravages of 
uncontrollable libidos . Spring 
fast approaches, the time for 
action is now! 
The most important issue is 
the coffee issue. The SBA finally 
did get us a coffee machine but 
did you know that in the SBA 
office there is an enormous 
coffee pot filled with hot water 
that may be used by anyone? 
The SBA has not seen fit to 
publicly apprise us of this fact 
leaving us to swallow that vile 
substance that comes out of that 
equally vile machine. Why were 
we not told? The American 
public has a right to know. Let 's 
end this policy of secrecy in 
government. Let there be light! 
Better yet, let there be Nescafe! 
While we're on the subject of 
the SBA office , I ,cannot help but 
wonder why the SBA needs to 
have its office in this building. 
Why, in a building that has 
difficulty housing the useful 
~embers of our legal fraternity , 
IS space wasted on the SBA? I 
propose that the SBA club house 
be removed to some other place 
commensurate with the SBA's 
importance. Camm 
immediately comes to mind but 
I will entertain other 
suggestions. However , if the 
order to decamp is given I will 
personally see to it that the 
coffee pot remains . Sic Semper 
Tyrannis ! 
Lastly, I should like to tell you 
of some of my personal 
qualifications. First off, I am not 
a lawyer. Neither am I a 
Washington insider. I prefer 
Vivaldi to political prattle and 
would rather curl up with a 
bottle of good scotch and a not so 
good female friend than attend 
an SBA meeting. . 
According to a handwriting · 
analysis performed by a 
computer at New Market Mall I 
do not like criticism. I agree . All 
criticism will be cordially 
!gnored. How's that for honesty 
ill government? 
Ronca 
I feel that my experience and 
qualifications make me the 
person best qualified for the SBA 
presidency. I've been involved 
with the SBA since entering 
school here, first as class rep, 
and in the past year as vice-
president. During that time I've 
learned enough about the 
students , the faculty and 
administration, and the College 
community to be an effective 
leader and to have gained the 
respect of the campus groups 
with which we law students deal. 
I think I've been effective in 
my jobs and responsive to 
student needs. This year, I wrote 
and sponsored the SBA 
resolution which resulted in the 
extension of weekend library 
hours. I also supported the 
resolution demanding that the 
College get rid of Ogden Foods 
and their lousy coffee machine 
as soon as possible (more on that 
later ) . I ' ve directed the 
Speakers Program and this 
fall's Orientation. The 1976 Law 
Day Program, of which I was 
Chairman, received first prize 
for the 4th Circuit from the LSD-
ABA. Last April, I spoke before 
the BSA to oppose a new funding 
system that would have made 
chaos of our finances. I've never 
missed a meeting and I've never 
abstained on a vote. 
One can run only so far on his 
record, though. I'm prepared to 
spell out my positions on the 
issues which I see as most 
important, which include : 
1) coffee bar - we're stuck 
with the present one-armed 
bandit of a coffee machine until 
Ogden's contract expires. But 
there's nothing to prevent the 
SBA's keeping an urn of boiling 
water in the Coffee Bar for 
~tudents to mix their own tea, 
Instant coffee, etc. for free 
during the daytime. 
2) SBA budget - we're not in 
a bad financial position right 
now, but we should stretch the 
budget by: a ) making our social 
activities self-supporting to a -
greater degree ; and b) taking 
better advantage of the College's 
Speakers Committee in 
subsidizing lectures sponsored 
by our student groups . 
3) academics I fully 
support the work Bill Ginivan 
has been doing to promote the 
establishment of an open exam 
schedule. People's choice of 
classes should not be foreclosed 
as it often is , by the fortuito~ 
event of an exam date. I'd also 
like to reopen with the faculty 
the question of publishing a 
course-teacher evaluation to 
reduce course "shopping" based 
only on exam grades. 
4) I'm concerned about 
minority recruitment. I don't see 
why the only money spent on it 
should be the small sums the 
SBA and BALSA can afford. I 
propose our organizing a 
coordinated effort by all the 
graduate programs to get the 
College to pick up the burden 
and the expense. 
5) I support the establishment 
of a chapter of the Public 
Interest Research Group on 
campus. It will open up valuable 
educational opportunities for us. 
But, since PIRG's are usually 
funded by fees collected directly 
from students when they' re 
billed for tuition, I think the SBA 
should support one only if the 
funding scheme is purely 
voluntary . 
6) college relations - right 
now , our relations with BSA are 
good, and should stay that way, 
free of the needless 
controversies of recent years. 
However, there may be a major 
reorganization of the College's 
student government in the 
offing, and if there is, it is the 
duty of the SBA to see that the 
Law School loses none of its 
autonomy in the process. 
Those are my promises, not 
necessarily of success, but of 
what I'll try to do . I think they're 
sound ideas, and that I've got the 
ability and experience to 
implement them. The promises 
I'm sure I can keep are these: if 
elected, I'll be ' honest, fair to 
everyone. and open to ideas . I'll 
appoint the best people I can find 
to SBA Positions. And NOBODY 
will work harder than I will to 
make the SBA do right by the 
student. 
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Equal Justice, 
Cont/d. 
betrayed the most fundamental 
precepts of our constitutional 
order. 
The point I mean to make by 
this recitation of national 
tragedies is that we cannot 
reform the legal system until the 
nation as a whole once more 
summons the resolve to act 
decisively in dealing with its 
great social problems. We may 
have a long wait. 
In this winter of snow and cold, 
thermostats are not alone in 
being lowered. Our expectations 
as a people have been scaled 
down. Our leading politicians 
talk of limiting our goals; they 
counsel contentment with things 
as they are. I would feel more 
comfortable about all of this if I 
thought that the ' new realism ' 
among our political leaders was 
the product of an informed and 
intelligent judgment. I fear that 
much of the currenl rhetoric 
however, is more the result of a 
desire to avoid facing our 
problems at all. 
We, as lawyers, law students 
and judges, bear the principal 
responsibility for the conduct of 
our legal system. The training 
we receive in the law schools and 
in the practice equips us to 
address constructively and 
forcefully the need to extend 
adequate legal services to a far 
greater number of Americans . It 
is certainly true, as I noted 
above, that the legal system 
cannot be transformed unless 
the society of which it is a part is 
also prepared to change . Yet we 
must begin somewhere and at 
sometime. 
The delivery of justice is in our 
special keeping. In the shadow of 
such a high responsibility, it 
should not matter that the 
national mood is not at present 
calculated to inspire great 
confidence in our ultimate 
success. The risk of failure is 
much less frightening than the 
likely consequence of not trying 
at all. Judge Learned Hand 
knew as much 60 years ago when 
he wrote : 
The profession of the 
law has its fate in its own 
hands . .. It must 
simulate society before a 
society will simulate it; it 
must become organiC to 
remain a living organ. A 
lawyer must learn to live 
more capaciously or 
become content to find 
himself continuously less 
trusted, more 
circumscribed , till he 
becomes hardly more 
than a minor 
administrator, confined to 
a monotonous round of 
record and routine, 
without dignity, 
inspira tion or respect. 
There can be no 
ambiguity in the answer 
of those worthy of the 
traditions and the power 
of a noble calling. 
Hand addressed a generation 
of lawyers almost all of whom 
are long dead. His words and his 
challenge, in a different context, 
now confront us - another 
generation of lawyers and 
lawyers to be. In shaping our 
lives and building our careers, 
can we not work to be 
remembered as a generation 
which loved justice and which 
would not rest until every man 
among us stood equal before the 
law? 
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,GiQuere Runs for Vice-Prexy Just Hearsay 
Cont'd. 
In The Write 
cautious lest he slip again, as the political waters of the UN are as 
murky as the waters of the East River where it oozes past the UN 
headquarters. 
Within recent weeks, Young has advanced overtures tQ hostile 
nations - Cuba, Vietnam, Algeria - and several "less than nations" 
- black Afri"can nationalists, the PLO, and every other dubious outfit 
that calls itself nationalistic - and always at the expense of 
" friendly" governments. We know the white government in Rhodesia 
will fall , and the circumstances of its independence are such that its 
fall will probably be for the best. Our government must not, however, 
be put in the position of advocating anything less than a peaceful 
transfer of power. That is the essence of what our involvements in 
Vietnam and Chile should tell us. Even then, however, the pattern of 
post-colonial political development in Africa is so predictable that 
I'm not sure majority rule will be to any body's benefit in Rhodesia . 
After Rhodesia, Mr . Y. oung alread-y has set his sights on South 
Africa . But he and our entire administration fail to realize that the 
white Afrikaaners have been in South Africa for generations. Unlike 
the British in Rhodesia , they have no European " home" to return to. 
They have their own language, economy, customs, and - however 
contemptible - social order. They have buried their ancestors in 
South Africa and will not tolerate this officious, though well-meaning 
American intermeddling. Mr. Young, nevertheless, has encouraged 
the guerilla movements in South Africa with the tacit approval of Mr. 
Carter. 
Young 's final and most scarlet sin, however, is his recent 
nationally televised reference to the Cuban presence in Angola as a 
" stabilizing influence. " Stabilizing, hell! Angola needs stabilizing by 
Fidel Castro about as badly as Manitoba needs stabilizing by Indira 
Gandhi. The comparison, though absurd, makes about as much sense 
as the original comment by Young. What is said between nations can 
seldom be unsaid, and if Mr. Young is going to assume a role as our 
chief international spokesman, he must practice economy of rhetoric. 
Additionally, the Carter Administration must develop internal 
mechanisms for an economical number of about-faces in our national 
foriegn policy. Failure to do so will result, among our allies, in a Who 
Next syndrome. Many friendly nations have " national" movements 
snapping at their heels. Who will be next? Brazil? Thailand? Taiwan? 
How about Israel??? 
There is an old expression to the effect that war is too important 
to leave to the generals. True, but it is also true that peace is too 
important to leave to the politicians ; and if Carter, Young, Vance and 
company are anything, they are politicians. 
We must, therefore, resist any inclination to accept Mr. Carter's 
glowing anticipation, however attractive it might be, of an in-
ternational order in which all nations will guarantee the rights of all 
people because the United States tells them to do so and in which all 
nations will lay aside their arsennal of terror-inducing weapons if 
only we will do so first. . 
It 's geo-political double talk like that which then-Congresswoman 
Claire Boothe Luce labeled as Globaloney more than 20 years ago. 
She's still right today. 
Sandwiches ~~£SE ' Res Ipsa Loquitur 
11-2 Cy S~ 
~ ~ ~ tr1 . 
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I would like to be SBA vice 
president because I believe I 
have the ability and also the 
desire to devote the time and 
effort necessary to do a 
dedicated job for the students 
and the law school. As vice 
president I would like to 
This Spring the International Law Society is continuing its 1976-77 
speaker series with three notable lecturers: 
accomplish the following 
projects: 1. Improved 
orientation for first year class ; 
2. Coordinated program for a fall 
bond referendum lobby effort ; 3. 
Placement of a non-coin phone in 
student lounge for local calls; 4. 
Annual class composite 
pictures. 
Sunday, February 27, 1977 JACQUES LEROY 
Will speak at Professor Walt Williams' home (101 Curies Circle, First 
Colony on the James) at 3 :00 P.M. Mr. Leroy is an international 
consultant to Newmont Mining, a multina tional corporation. His topic 
will be : Negotiating Natural Resources Concessions in a Rapidly 
Changing World. Members of the International Business Operations 
Class are also invited to attend. Cocktails and snacks will follow the 
discussion. 
Monday, March 14,1977 JOEL DAVIDOW 
Chief of the Foreign Commerce Section, Anti-~st Division, 
Department of Justice will speak from 2 :00-3.: 15 P .M. m Jones Hall, 
Room 301. His lecture will relate to The Transnational Application of 
United States Anti-Trust Laws, The New United States Anti-Arab 
Boycott Legislation. Cocktails will follow. 
Additionally , I intend to 
support and work for self-
scheduled exams , increased 
communication between 
students and faculty, improved 
placement procedures , and a 
summer newsletter mailing to 
all students. 
Friday, April 15, 1977 TazwellProfessor, DOMINIK LASOK 
Professor of European Law and Dean of the Faculty at Exeter. Lic. 
en Droit, University of Fribourg ; LL.M. , University of Durham; .Ph.-
D. University of London ; Dr. Juris, University of Poland ; Barnster 
(Middle Temple); will speak in Room 301 Jones Hall at 2:00-3 : 15 
P.M., with cocktails to follow. His topic will revolve around 
Establishing a Business Enterprise in a Common Market Country. 
SBA Announces 
Spring Social Events 
For those interested in the 
social happenings of the law 
school , the following article will 
explain how the Social Com-
mittee of the Student Bar 
Association operates and what 
the committee has planned for 
the upcoming semester. 
The Committee is made up of 
several law students who 
volunteer their time in hopes 
that the three year term served 
at Marshall Wythe will be more 
en)oyab\e. The Committee is 
allocated $750.00 a semester, a 
meager sum with which to work 
($1.60 a student roughly). These 
funds are allocated to the law 
school from the Student Finance 
Committee, who in turn receives 
its money from the general fees 
of the college. 
Because of the limited social 
budget, we must occasionally 
charge a small admission fee. 
The S.B.A. parties are coor-
dinated with the legal fraternity 
parties in an attempt to provide 
some activity every weekend. 
The Graduate Student Center, 
across from the College Deily, 
has become a favorite locale for 
parties . Although the fur-
nishings are not the best, they 
are greatly improved over last 
year. The Center is comfortable 
and well-suited to a party type 
atmosphere. Many law students 
do not take advantage of the 
center, as it can serve as a nice 
retreat from the law school for 
lunch or coffee. 
The Social Committee's office 
is loca ted on the second floor of 
the Center, and if you have any 
suggestions or complaints, feel 
free to stop by. 
E very Friday afternoon, first-
year representatives plan to set 
up a T .G.l .F . Happy Hour. The 
details of the Happy Hour have 
yet to be worked out but if the 
Happy Hour is a success it will 
be continued throughout the 
semes ter . The Student Bar 
Association has allocated the 
representatives $120.00 on a trial 
basis. 
On February 26, Sunday, the 
committee is. making plans to 
arrange a group brunch at the 
Cascades. Hopefully, we will 
have some complimentary 
champagne served with the 
brunch. 
On February 25, Saturday 
there will be another party at the 
Graduate Center in celebration 
of the completion of the bar 
exam (a task almost as difficult 
as the first year appellate brief 
assignment). For those who 
enjoy the higher altitudes, there 
is also a ski trip offered by the 
BE ONE OF THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE 
DURING THE SBA PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THE SBA 
WILL BE TAKING A POLL TO ASSESS STUDENT IN-
TEREST IN HAVING AN ANNUAL CLASS COMPOSITE 
PICTURE MADE. THE IDEA HAS RECEIVED A GREAT 
DEAL OF STUDENT AND FACULTY INTEREST AND SUP-
PORT, BUT BEFORE THE PROGRAM CAN GET COM-
PLETEL Y UNDERWAY AND ANY INITIAL MONEY 
ALLOCATED THE SBA NEEDS TOHAVE AN AWARENESS 
OF STUDENT INTEREST. INDIVIDUAL PICTURES WOULD 
BE TAKEN DURING THE FIRST WEEKS OF THE FALL 
SEMESTER AND THEN THE NEGATIVES WOULD BE 
USED FOR MULTIPLE PURPOSES SUCH AS : THE 
COLLEGE YEARBOOK, THE STUDENT PHONE DIREC-
TORY, RESUME PHOTOS, PASSPORT PHOTOS FOR 
OVERSEAS SUMMER SCHOOL, FACULTY USE-, AND 
ALSO FOR THE ANNUAL COMPOSITE PICTURE. THE 
COMPOSITE PICTURE WOULD COST APPROXIMATELY 
$5.00 BUT WOULD NOT BE MAN.pATORY. HOWEVER, 
FOR THE PROJECT TO HAVE ANY VALUE WE WOULD 
HAVE TO HAVE THE COOPERATION OF ALL THE 
STUDENTS IN HAVING THEIR PICTURES TAKEN. Please 
toke time during the 'SBA e lections to indicate what 
your feelings are on tbis project. 
William and Mary Ski Club on 
this weekend. 
After Spring Break , the 
traditional Barrister' s Ball will 
be held on March 19, Saturday. 
For those who are not 
acquamted with this festive 
occasion, the Ball welcomes 
back alumni a nd m ay be a good 
chance to line up a summer job 
or an interview. This year the 
affai r will be run by Margaret 
Askew Gregory, and she could 
use some help if anyone feels so 
inclined. 
The affai r will be held at the 
Fort Magruder and will cost 
$7.50 per person. The dance is 
nota couples only affair. Tickets 
will be sold in a dvance in the 
S.B.A. offi ce and at the door, 
(please buy ahead of time if 
possible ) . The night will include 
a live band, unlimited pretzels 
and potato chips , and best of all, 
an open bar. Make your plans 
now for t his occasion , op-
timistically speaking, it may be 
the best night of your law school 
career. For those who will have 
out of town guests, the Magruder 
is offering a reduced rate of 
$20.00 for a room for the night. 
On March 31, Thursday, Libel 
ight will be held. 
On April 2, Saturday the an-
nual S.B.A. Pig Roast will be 
held. Last year the affair was a 
lot of fun, and this year the 
occasion will be highlighted by 
the roasting of Raskolnikov , (a 
pig of sorts). 
On April 9, Easter Weekend 
the committee is planning a 
Busch Gardens excursion 
leaving from the law school. 
Hopefully, we will be able to 
arrange for a Busch Gardens 
bus to pick us up. 
The following weekend will be 
the P.A.D. Oyster Roast and 
Road Rally (energy per-
mitting ). 
And if none of the above suits 
your taste . you might try the 
Billsburg Greenery out on Route 
60 East. It is a very attractive 
bar with excellent en-
tertainment. 
God took a break after six 
days of work, and if he needs a 
breaK, so do we. 
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Carney, Fields Run for Treasurer 
Carney 
As the deadline for submission 
of platforms approaches , I 
realize that I cannot adequately 
convince anyone of my 
qualifications for treasurer and 
of my reasons for running for the 
office in 250 words or less. 
Furthermore, to extend this 
discourse beyond that point 
would most likely result in 
massive boredom. 
Therefore, I will simply say 
that I feel I am qualified since I 
have participated in a fair 
number of extracurricular 
activities during the past few 
months. 
I also feel that there are two 
basic aspects in which the 
Once Again: 
Student Bar Association should 
play an active role. The first is in 
obtaining funding for the new 
law school building and in in-
creasing public awareness of the 
potential of the law school. The 
S.B.A. should also play a more 
active role in the social life of the 
school. I have some more 
concrete ideas on the above 
subjects. 
However, those who are not 
interested in my candidacy have 
probably heard enough, so I will 
cease and desist. For those who 
are interested, 1 am around and 
will gladly talk to you more 
specifically about any of the 
above topics. 
Dribbling Roundballers 
By John Rodgers 
After suffering an opening loss 
to the 76ers, another law school 
team, Blackacre has won six 
straight games. Leading the 
team ip scoring is Bruce Gerrity 
who is averaging 29.9 pOints per 
game. He is followed by Stu Ten 
Hoor (20.4 per game) and Mike 
Stuart 0 0 per game). In this six 
game winning streak, Blackacre 
has buried the Moles, 85-56, and 
trampled the Junior Varsity 
from Christopher Newport 
College, 108-71, while Bruce 
Gerrity scored a whopping 43 
points. Blackacre then faced a 
group of law students called 
Fear & Loathing. Blackacre won 
69-53 with Kevin Brunick's 16 
points giving the team the im- . 
petus needed for victory. Just 
before exams, Blackacre 
cleaned AJAX, 85-58. 
So far this semester Blackacre 
has won two games. They 
blitzkrieged the Young 
Americans, 79-61 , with Gerrity 
putting in 28 points . Blackacre 
upped its record to 6-1 by eating 
Whipped Kareem 77-40 in a 
sloppy contest. Stu Ten Hoor led 
the team with 31 points. 
Blackacre ba ttles the 
Ballbusters for a playoff berth 
on Feb. 22 a t 3:30 p.m . 
The Supreme Court has been a 
very hard team to figure out, but 
two facts are obvious. First, 
they do not allow many points, 
and second, they do not score 
many either. So far they have 
posted a 4-2 mark, losing only to ' 
theROT(~ , and the Tennis Team. 
Except for one or two people, 
they have little or no com-
petitive experience on the 
basketball court. Leading the 
team is Brian Buckley with 18 
points per game. Andy Thurman 
and Ward Eason are next in line 
averaging 8 per game each. 
Thus far the Supreme Court 
has stopped Madison First, 
eaten Apple Pie (a team which 
boasts several infamous law 
professors ), drunk Chivas 
Regal, 50-40, and shaved the 
Muffdivers. 
In their victory over Chivas, 
Ward Eason led the team with 
18 points. For the most part 
though , the Supreme Court has 
depended on the shooting and 
rebounding of Chief Justice 
Brian Buckley. As he goes, so 
g"oes the Supreme Court. To cite 
a recent example, in the loss to 
the Tennis Team, Buckley was 
late due to an alleged Mata Han 
attempt on his life ; he showed 
up, but he seemed a qit tired. 
For an untrained squad, the 
Supreme Court has surprised 
some people , much to the joy of 
the law school. Their next game 
is against Uncle John's Band, . 
another law school menagerie, 
on Monday at 6 p.m . 
Nixon Now More Than Ever is 
the first year team. It is 4-1 thus 
far behind the stellar play of 
West Hepplar, Phil Bane, Gary 
Marshall, and Larry Davis. 
Nixon's next game is on Feb. 21 , 
at 4:45 p.m . against league 
leading Quintescence. 
., ·._~~t"="'i"'_,'''' ''''''' '' 
Fields 
A competent Treasurer is 
essential to a smoothly func-
tioning SBA. If elected, I shall do 
my best to: 
1. Collect receipts and 
disburse funds in an efficient 
and accurate way. 
2. Work with fellow SBA 
members to assure a fair 
allocation of funds among law 
school organizations. 
Frogale, 
Cont'd 
Of particular concern to the 
third year students are the 
placement office facilities . I 
would like to develop a closer 
liaison between that office and 
the students and thereby make 
the process of interviewing less 
painful and more helpful. 
I have only briefly touched on 
some of the important issues 
before us. Over the past two 
years I have come to know most 
of our class , and I would very 
much welcome the chance to 
continue working with you all. I 
will try my best to give the third 
year class a representative who 
will work hard and 
communicate the status of their 
concerns, Again , there are 
Significant issues in this election 
so be sure to vote. 
For my part, I promise to 
work hard to accomplish some of 
our common goals. 
3. Advocate the maintenance 
of a larger percentage of money 
in the SBA general fund to be 
spent on activities which benefit 
all law students. 
4. Solicit your id(:as and 
opinions. 
5. Attend SBA meetings and 
take an active part in the 
decision making process. 
Barrister's Ball 
Plans Announced 
Plans are nearing completion 
for the 1977 Barrister's Ball to be 
held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on 
March 19. The Ball will be held 
at the Quality Inn Fort 
Magruder, on U,S. 60 East of 
Williamsburg. 
The price of the Ball has been 
reduced this year - from last 
year's $16 per couple to $15 per 
couple this year. This price 
includes open bat, refreshments 
and the dance. Coffee will be 
available from midnight to the 
end of the dance. . 
All law students, faculty staff 
and alumru are invited to attend 
this year's Ball. Tickets will be 
available the week before The 
Ball. Dress will be semi-formal. 
Also available this year are 
reduced room rates at the Fort 
Magruder for people attending 
the Ball on the night of March 19. 
The Fort Magruder is offering 
rooms for $20, single or double, 
for guests at the Ball. 
FOR THE BEST! 
416 Prince George Street 
229-6385 
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238 Second Street 
220-2281 
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ATLA 
Events 
The Association of . Trial 
Lawyers of America (ATLA), 
the only student organization to 
offer cash rebates to its mem-
bers, will be sponsoring a 
Criminal Law Seminar on 
Thursday, February 24, at 4 
p.m. in the Moot Court Room. 
Keynote speaker will be Judge 
Robert R. Mehrige, Jr., District 
Judge for the Eastern District of 
Virginia. The Commonwealth's 
Attorney for Surrey County, 
Gammiel G. Poindexter, and 
Professor Kelly G. Shaver, a 
psychology researcher on jury 
selection will also attend. 
This is the second in a series of 
seminars sponsored by the 
ATLA, with an Environmental 
Law Seminar and Juvenile Law 
Seminar scheduled for early 
spring. 
The National ATLA has been 
most cooperative with the 
student organization over the 
last few months. In addition to 
receiving subscriptions from the 
ATLA Newsletter, the Bar News 
and Trial Magazine, the Board 
of Governors presented each 
student member with a hand 
engraved Certificate of Mem-
bership. To the surprise of all , 
each member received a 
beautifully bound volume of the 
Journal of the Association of 
Trial Lawyers of America, 36 
ATLA L.J. 1976. 
The Journal is highlighted 
with an editorial by Professor 
Thomas E . Lambert, Jr ., 
Editor-in-Chief of the ATLA, 
entitled "Products Liability : A 
. Trilogy of Duty to Warn Cases." 
As well as the various topics 
covered in the book, the Journal 
also contains an interesting 
section on Book. Reviews , 
reviewing books helpful to any 
practicing trial attorney. 
Malpractice and Products 
Liability Actions Involving 
Drugs is one example of the 
valuable reference works 
reviewed. Helpful to physicians 
as well as lawyers, the book is 
arranged alphabetically by drug 
name , with summaries of 
litigation of which the drug was 
a subject. 
The highlight of the student 
chapter of the ATLA has been 
the ATtA Newsletter. Found 
ri'ght here in our own Marshall-
Wythe library, the Newsletter 
summarizes cases right off the 
docket, often before they ever 
become advance sheets. 
Members seem thrilled with the 
idea of boggling the minds of 
their professors by citing 
December 1976 cases in opposite 
to the lecture that day. 
Students in Warwick Furr's 
Products Liability Seminar 
would have found a second 
collision case involving a Ford 
LTD with a defectively designed 
gas tank that exploded when 
rear-ended by another' driver. 
This case, coincidentally the 
bypothetical U$ed by Professor 
Furr in conducting his in-
teresting seminar, ended in a 
two million dollar award for 
psychic injury to the parents for 
mental suffering from wit-
nessing their son burn to death. 
Schifko v. Ford Motor Co., 
Wayne City Cir. Ct., (Mich. , Oct. 
29, 1976). . 
The last issue ever of the 
ATLA Newsletter came out in 
December 1976, Vot 19, No. 10. It 
has been replaced by the A TLA 
. _. (~ontinued on page 6) 
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Karch Seeks 
Secretary's Post 
As with the present Board, 
much of the 1977 Board's 
energies will undoubtedly be 
directed toward assuring the 
accreditation of Marshall-
Wythe. While this must be a 
primary Concern of the Board, 
and while I will support all 
efforts of the SBA toward this 
end, I wish to relate some of my 
other concerns at this time. 
I intend to continue working 
toward the realization of a Legal 
Services clinic for the College 
which will provide further third 
year practice opportunities. 
I will support greater funding 
by the SBA for minority 
recrui trnent. 
Even with TGIF , Friday 
afternoon happy hour, about to 
get off the ground (with a little 
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bit of luck), I will continue to 
advocate that more SBA-fUnded 
social activities be planned for a 
time that will enable cemmuters 
to better take advantage of 
them. 
With a view toward the 
potential benefits to Marsh~ll­
Wythe students, I will work to 
establish close relations between 
Marshall-Wythe and the 
National Center for State Courts. 
These proposals are not 
exhaustive of my interests, but 
are indicative of some of the 
areas in which I hope to be able 
to contribute while also 
effectively performing the 
responsibilities of secretary of 
the SBA. In an, I promi.se active 
and responsive participation on 
the Board and would be grateful 
for your support. 
"Has anybody seen my copy of the Constitution?" 
Amicus Curiae February 18, 1977 
Faculty Commentary: 
The Goal Is Justice for All 
By Timothy J _ Sullivan 
Associate Dean 
Shortly before the end of the 
fall semester, I was invited to 
participate in a symposium 
devoted to the broad question of 
whether the American legal 
system delivers legal 'services 
on an equitable basis to all of our 
citizens. The symposium was 
sponsored by the Marshall-
Wythe chapter of the Black 
American Law students. Since 
the afternoon of the symposium, 
I have thought a good deal about 
the comments of both my fellow 
panelists and members of the 
audience. What I have written 
here not only reflects my own 
views on a · most important 
subject, but will, I hope, promote 
continued dialogue among other 
members of our law school 
community. 
I think it is clear that we do not 
have equal justice in this 
country. I doubt that that is a 
very controverSial statement. 
By equal justice, I do not mean 
to refer merely to the criminal 
justice system, but rather to the 
whole range of legal services 
that are, in theory, available to 
every American with the ability 
to pay for them. Do any among 
us doubt tha t to be poor, black or 
otherwise deprived means that 
such a person will probably 
receive_ diluted legal services 
and uncertain justice? 
A partial consequence of this 
inequality in the delivery of legal 
services is a pervasive cynicism 
among ordinary Americans 
about law and lawyers. Our 
people are not blind. They know 
beyond doubt that the rich and 
powerful have ready access to 
the best lawyers and that if such 
persons happen to be caught up 
in the criminal justice system, 
they have a disproportionate 
chance of escaping serious 
punishment. Ours is not the first 
or only country in which such 
inequality has existed, but 
because our society is premised 
upon the promise of equality, the 
failure to keep that promise is 
far more serious. 
There has been much public 
discussion by leaders of the bar 
as to why lawyers are currently 
held in such low public esteem. 
The heavy involvement of 
lawyers in the Watergate 
scandals has been offered by 
some as an explanation for the 
loss of public confidence in our 
profession. 
The real explanation , 
however , is at once more ' 
complicated and more serious. 
This becomes clear if, as noted 
above, one puts oneself in the 
position of a poor person in most 
American communities. Is that 
poor person likely to have much 
success in obtaining adequate 
legal services to help him deal 
with a creditor, negotiate with a 
landlord or draft a simple will to 
arrange for the appropriate 
disposition of his few 
possessions? Unfortunately, in 
the great majority of cases, the 
answer must be no. 
lt is true, of course , that no 
legal system can hope to attain a 
level of perfect quality in the 
distribution of services. It is also 
true tha t in some parts of our 
country . elements of the 
organized bar have been in the 
vanguard of efforts to extend 
adequate legal services to the 
poor and to deal with obvious 
inequalities in the treatment of 
those who become involved in 
the criminal justice system. 
Pickard, Cont'd. 
additional form could be 
included for the student course 
descriptions. This . information 
could then be edited to give a 
general consensus of the course 
and professor. 
Another innovation which I 
would like to see the SBA 
incorporate is a course outline 
file. Finding a person with a 
good course outline for a course 
you are taking can be a time 
consuming and frustrating 
experience. What I propose is 
that the SBA appropriate a sum 
of money for the sole purpose of 
Xeroxing course outlines and 
keeping them on file . Then, when 
a student wanted an outline he 
could go to the SBA file , check 
out the outline, have it copied, 
and return the original outline to 
the SBA file for the next person 
to use. This way course outlines 
would be available to everyone 
instead of just those people who 
were lucky enough to know 
someone. 
Since it looks as if the Virginia 
Legislature is not going to 
appropriate the money for our 
new law school at this session, it 
is now time to have some direct 
communication from the Dean 
regarding things which we can 
do to save Qur accreditation. 
Since the primary problem is 
space in the library, I would 
suggeSt that a committee of 
students be organized to 
investigate all possible places 
for expansion of our facilities so 
that we may ' comply with the 
ABA standards where we are 
now failing. 
Finally, I am in favor of 
expanding the clinical 
opportunities for second and 
third year students at Marshall-
Wythe. Harley Davidson and 
Jim Hanagan in conjunction 
with Professor Levy are in the 
process of trying to organize a 
legal services bureau for the 
entire College of William and 
Mary. This will be modeled after 
a similar bureau organized at 
the University of Minnesota. 
Basically the office will be 
staffed by a lawyer with second 
and third year law students 
helping him on legal problems of 
people all over the college 
community. The organization of 
such an office is a time 
consuming and complicated 
venture. I have already 
volunteered my services, and I 
urge all of you in the present 
first year class to do the same. 
Unfortunately Harley and Jim 
will not be around to see this 
office become a reality but 
those of us who plan to complete 
our three years at Marshall-
Wythe will have an opportunity 
to make this office an important 
asset to the College of William 
and Mary. 
These are just sketches of a 
few of the ideas that I have for 
making Marshall-Wythe a better 
place for all of us to gain our 
legal education. I feel that the 
school hali tremendous potential. 
I want to be the second year SBA 
representative so that I can be in 
a better position to help the 
school · realize that potential. 
Please vote for me to give me 
the chance to implement some of 
m) plans. 
In too many cases , however, 
the organized bar has been the 
principal impediment to 
programs aimed at extending 
the availability of legal services 
to a greater number of our 
citizens. In mariy American 
towns and cities, adequate legal 
services for the poor have come 
only when a small and 
courageous minority of lawyers 
risked their professional careers 
in order to defeat the embittered 
opposition of the majority of 
their peers. 
Law and lawyers are a vital 
part of our society. We fool 
ourselves, however, if we think 
we can cleanse the legal system 
and extend adequate legal 
services to Americans of every 
economic status without more 
fundamental and far reaching 
changes in our public 
philosophy. Unfortunately, our 
SOCiety presently seems in no 
mood for far reaching reform. 
As a nation, we have been 
traumatized by a recent history 
that must be written in what 
ergil called "the tears of 
things. ' 
Consider for a moment some 
of the highlights of our shared 
national experience over the 
past 15 years: 
- A much admired president 
and one of the great moral 
leaders of our time were 
. assassinated. 
- A seemingly endless war, 
fought ostensibly for freedom , 
which destroyed thousands of 
lives as well as the capacity of a 
whole generation of Americans 
to believe in their government or 
perhaps in anything but 
themselves. 
- A president who spoke 
unctuously of morality and of 
respect for law while his actions 
(Continued on page 3) 
A TLA, cont'd 
LaW Reporter. 01. 20, o. 1. 
The index to the new Law 
Reporter has been improved and 
an alphabetical headings listing 
makes referencing more ef-
ficient. Instead of just listing the 
various subjects the front page 
now lists specific cases for quick 
reference to a case similar to the 
one you may be handling. 
Criminal Law now has these 
additional listings : " state law 
regulating cocaine, un-
constitutional ; U. S. Supreme 
Court position on entrapment 
rejected ; juvenile must be able 
to consult with adult before 
waiving Miranda rights ; in-
digent prisoner has a right to 
counsel in civil suit. " All of these 
cases make for interesting and 
up to date reading. 
The Student Chapter of the 
ATLA is looking forward to 
presenting the Criminal Law 
Seminar on February 24. The 
organization urges everyone to 
attend and extends an invitation 
to all interested students to join 
the organization and learn what 
actually takes place during trial 
litigation. 
Hill, Cont'd 
I would also-continue support 
of the Friday afternoon attitude 
adjustment hours at the 
Graduate Student Center and 
other similar diversions, 
because all work and no play 
makes law students dull and 
socially maladjusted. As if we 
aren't already. 
February 18, 1977 
Siesinger seeks 
Alumni Post 
I am running for the office of 
the Director of Alumni 
Relations. In addition to 
coordina ting the annual 
Homecoming cocktail party and 
the Barrister's Ball , the overall 
purpose of this office is to serve 
as a liaison between the students 
and the alumni of Marshall-
Wythe. The importance of 
maintaining continuous contact 
",ith our alumni cannot be over-
emphasized. 
As all of us well know, our law 
school is experiencing serious 
growing pains. The size of each 
entering Class is twice what it 
was a few years ago, with a two-
fold result: ot only do we 
despera tely need a new physical 
plant , but a lso , our alumni 
population is just beginning to 
grow. Marsha ll-Wythe is going 
through a crucial period in its 
history during which alumni 
support is needed more than 
ever . 
Without an effect ive link 
between the law school and its 
graduates. not only will the 
school suffer in the short r un , but 
the long term effec ts could be 
devastating. 
I feel tha t a list of credentials 
for this office is unnecessary -
my principa l credential for the 
job is that I care about Marshall-
Wythe too much to permit it to 
become the victim of further 
neglect by the state . One major 
manner in which to a void this 
fate is to continue our rapport 
with our alumni. 
Society 
Lecture 
The Mary and William Law 
Society will present a special 
program on Thursday, March 
3rd at 2 p.m. in the Sit'n Bull 
Room of the Campus Center. 
Two female lawyers from the 
Attorney General's office will 
talk about their personal and 
professional experiences. 
Ms . Debra Prillaman 
graduated from Marshall-Wythe 
in 1976 and is working with the 
Department of Highways and 
Transpor ta tion. 
Ms . Karen C. Kincannon 
received her J .D. from the 
University of Virginia and has 
been working with the A.G.'s 
office since 1970. During this 
time Ms. Kincannon has been 
legal advisor for University of 
Virginia, Chief of the Health-
Welfare Section, a nd mos t 
currently, Special Assistant to 
the Attorney General for MCV-
VCU. 
Amicus Curiae Page7 
Four Vie for Second-Year Rep. 
Bourassa 
I was talking to a taxi-driver in 
Williamsburg some time ago, 
and he mentioned in a semi-
disgusted way that things had 
sure changed around here . I 
asked him what he meant by 
tha t , and he said that at one time 
you didn 't find the streets so 
deserted ; the· students were out 
and the townspeople were out 
and talking together. Now, he 
said as he shook his head, now, 
the students just walk around 
like they own the place and they 
don't give a damn. 
Well , who cares , one might 
ask. 
Let me suggest an answer. 
Right now the pre va lent 
concern in a lot of people·s 
minds here is the funding of the 
new law school. Or, as someone 
in the fi rst year class put it: 
··What is ·out' a t this law school 
is accreditation and most of our 
class after this year." 
It was said in jest, but I think it 
is a n accurate reflection of what 
a lot of us are worried a bout 
right now. And if the recent 
developments in the Virginia 
legislature are indicative· of its 
final decision in this session, the 
people of this sta te are going to 
have a lot to say, in the form of 
referendum, about how this 
problem is resolved . 
If we remain isolated, it is only 
going to affect our interests . I 
believe it is instrumental 
therefore that we begin to work 
to increase public awareness of 
the importance of this law school 
to the sta te, and the functions it 
can play in its future . I think the 
SB A ca n serve as an 
organizational medium for wh~ t 
"'ill be in effect a public 
relations effor t , and this effort 
must be s tar ted soon and 
continue over the next year . 
The solution cannot be left 
exclusi vely to t hose elected 
members of the SBA Board ; the 
scope of the problems affects all 
of us ; a ccord ingly , I am 
soliciting your ideas about the 
na ture of such an endeavor . 
The fact tha t most of our 
concerns a t this time a re 
centered around the 
accreditation problems should 
not lead us to ignore other 
aspects of life here , howev.er. 
The isolation we too often fmd 
ourselves in is not limit~ to 
isolation from the comm unIty as 
a whole. With the exceptIOn of 
the emigration to sorority court , 
our contact with undergraduates 
Continued on page 8 
. 1 
Pickard 
My first action upon being 
elected SBA representative 
would be to suggest that the SBA 
appoint a committee which 
would investigate 
communication around the law 
school. So many times this year I 
have heard students complain, 
"Oh, if I had only known about 
that I would have gone. " The 
school's method of using six 
bulletin boards spread all over 
the school and a table in the 
library to communicate 
announcements of general 
import can be improved upon 
",ith li ttle expense. 
Communica tion is the key to 
having a n ac tive and 
knowledgeable student body. 
I One of the · brightest lights in 
comm un ica ti ng informa t ion 
pertinent to the law school is the 
Amicus . I think this is an 
excellen t newspa per , and I 
hea rtily praise its content and 
style. I would suggest tha t its 
circulation date be moved away 
from Friday afternoon . If the 
newspaper were distributed one 
da y sooner then everyone 
coming to school for Friday 
classes would be sure to get a 
copy . With · the Friday 
publication, many students who 
go away for the weekend or who 
just do not have occasion to use 
the library on the weekend do 
not get a copy and this puts one 
out of communication for two 
weeks until the next issue comes 
out. 
I would like to see the SBA 
publish a ' ·Students Guide To 
Courses ." As a first year 
student, I have not had to make a 
choice in my registration for 
courses yet, but antiCipating 
next fall 's registration, I have 
already begun asking second 
and third year students for their 
recommendations about various 
courses and teachers . Wouldn 't 
it be much easier for all of us to 
choose our courses if there was a 
pamphlet published each year 
",ith a course description from 
the student's point of view? 
Every student has a substantial 
investment in each course that 
he takes at Marshall-Wythe, and 
therefore a student has a right to 
know as much as possible about 
each class to help him determine 
where his time and effort will 
best be used. It would be easy to 
organize such a pamphlet if the 
SBA would appropria te the 
money to pay for it. When course 
evaluations are filled out, an 
Cont inued on page 6 
Kennedy 
I want to be the Student Bar 
Association representative for 
the second year class because I 
believe the SBA needs somebody 
who will work and who will 
listen. The function of a student 
representative is to take the--
problems that her-his class is 
having and solve them with the 
resources of the Student Bar 
Association. 
The student representative is 
·also a transmitter to the SBA 
and the administration of the 
students ' ideas about improving 
the law school. The student 
representatives ' main purpose is 
to channel the ideas of their 
class into a productive outlet to 
produce resul ts . 
. 1 want to listen to what is 
bothering our class and do 
something about it. This past 
year 1 have worked on the lobby 
group for the new law school and 
I want to contir-ue to try and 
~prove our fin" .cial situation 
in that respect. Other projects 
that need support ar~ : 
1) Self-scheduling (J f exams 
2 ) A better variety o} vending 
machines in the lounge and fresh 
orange juice every morning 
3 ) Wider dissemination of 
scholarship and loan 
information to the school and to 
the incoming class 
I know that there are many 
other things that could be added 
to that list. Tell me. I'll listen 
and try to do something about 
them. I hope I can. try as your 
second year student rep. 
CARTOON 
CONTEST 
Six-pack of 
Heineken 
for Best 
Original 
Cartoon 
on the 
Law School 
Hill 
To one possessing th~ men-
tality of a typical political 
candidate, few things are quite 
so alluring as the opportunity to 
announce to an anxiously 
awaiting world one's deeply-felt 
concern for whatever weighty 
issues are currently begging to 
be beaten to death atop every 
available soap box and bar stool. 
The prudent candidate for law 
school office, however, has long 
since realized that the issues 
which are really important are 
those over which she has little 
control. 
It is inane to assert that a 
student rep can single-handedly 
retain our accreditation, but this 
is not to say that their function is 
to champion every insignificant 
cause and complaint either. 
Certainly there can be no 
denying that there is an incipient 
movement a mong the male 
students to have the walls of the 
men 's rooms repainted in order 
to inscribe a fresh batch of 
graffiti thereon ; yet one in the 
position of an SBA represen-
tative cannot in good conscience 
be heard to advocate such 
trivial , albeit desirable , 
positions. 
. A compromise must be 
reached involving the numerous 
ongoing day-to-day student 
concerns which can be dealt 
with by the student governing 
body to make the present 
facilities realize their maximum 
capabilities. 
Foremost among these is the 
library, a problem near and 
dear to all our hearts. The ex-
tended hours and. reorganization 
of volumes are welcome im-
provements, but better lighting 
is needed in the "dungeon" 
where students have been known 
to grope in the dark for days in 
search of a missing reporters. 
In addition , no special 
privilege for after-hour usage 
should be given to anyone select 
group if the same advantage is 
not available to all, and an open 
door policy between the library 
and the moot court room during 
class hours would facilitate the 
flow of traffic. 
Another area of possible 
reformation is the faculty 
evaluations. Their usefulness 
could be increased severai-foid 
by a compilation of the results. 
This data could be utilized in 
tenure matters and by students 
in their selection of elective 
classes. 
Continued on page 6 
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Three Seek Third Year Job 
Frogale 
I am running for third year 
representative because I feel 
that there are some vitally 
important issues presently 
before the S.B.A. which need a 
great deal of future work and, 
especially , continuity with 
efforts already made. These 
issues include the special 
concerns of the third year 
students, but also affect the 
entire law school community. I 
would like to address some of 
these issues and highlight the 
aspects which may affect third 
year students. 
There are two major areas 
which concern the students -
the social needs and the 
academic need.,> . 
Within the realm of social 
needs fall such things as the 
coff ee bar , parking , class-
faculty communication, alumni 
relations and social events . The 
coffee bar has been a major 
headache, but it will be a more 
efficient service in the future 
due to communications with 
Odgen Food Service and the 
College . Nota bly , parking 
facilities should improve next 
year with the completion of the 
lot behind Thiems . Forty new 
spaces are promised, but follow 
up on this issue is important. 
I have been working with the 
Campus Committee on 
Transportation to have the lot 
designated solely for graduate 
student parking. I would like to 
continue this work next fall as 
our prospects look good. 
The academic area is that 
which most intimately affects all 
students and is my chief concern 
now . The issue of an open 
examination schedule will be 
before all the students in this 
election. Such a policy change 
will need the unified support of 
all classes. I feel that a change in 
the present system would 
upgrade the quality of exam 
period as an intellectual 
exerc ise rather than an 
endurance contest. I vigorously 
support some type of open exam 
schedule and wish very much to 
continue work in this area for 
next year. The third year class 
could still benefit greatly from 
such a policy change. 
Another issue which has been 
before the S.B.A. is library 
access . Greater student use 
through extended hours has been 
accomplished, but there is more 
work to do to keep the library a 
good environment for students. 
Continued on page 5 
Ginivan 
I would appreciate your voting 
for m e as your SBA 
representative. I believe that I 
have made positive 
contributions to this year's SBA 
Board and would like the 
opportunity to continue to 
represent you. 
I have worked on the speakers' 
program and on the adoption of 
an open exam schedule at 
Marshall-Wythe. It appears that 
an open exam schedule has a 
good chance of acceptance by 
the faculty . If you agree with 
such a policy, it is important that 
you vote in the referendum to be 
held on this issue during the 
preSidential election. 
The SBA's success in getting 
the administration to extend 
library hours demonstrated 
what can be accomplished when 
there is broad-based student 
involvement in and support of an 
issue. As a means of furthering 
such involvement, I would like to 
see the SBA Board publicize its 
meetings and agenda better and 
hold the meetings in the Moot 
Court Room in order to 
encourage more student 
par ticipation. 
If elected representative of the 
third year class , I am aware that 
one of my responsibilities would 
be to work on planning our 
graduation activities. I consider 
this to be very important and am 
willing to work hard to help 
make our graduation a great 
success . 
Laverty 
Fellow members of the class of 
'78: 
I'm seeking the position of 
third year representative 
because I feel that I can provide 
the active and articulate 
representation that the position 
requires . Through my ex-
perience as second year 
representative and my work on 
various SBA projects such as 
Law Day and the orientation 
program I think I have provided 
evidence of my ability to handle 
the responsibility effectively. 
Among the issues on which I 
hope to focus next year are the 
effort to get funding for the new 
law building, the issue of an open 
examination period and the job 
placement program. 
There are several other 
programs which I would like to · 
pursue next year : 1) Continue 
efforts to establish a legal 
services program for 
undergraduates . This would be a 
benefit to them and provide us 
with clinical experience. 2) 
Work to improve the placement 
program by seeking more staff 
and greater efforts by faculty 
and administration to attract 
firms to interview here . 3) Work 
to create a Public Interest 
Research Group (PIRG) on 
campus. 
If you have any questions 
concerning my views, please 
ask . Thank you. 
<!tolt & ~tott 
Now Has 
Ladies ' 
London Fogs 
For The Professional Woman 
Monticello Shopping Cent ... 
'Mon .• Fr.: 10-9 
Sat.: 10-5:30 
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Book Awards 
Fall ·1976 
101 Civ il Pr oceGure 1 en.) DaVid B. Gif£orc. 70 2 College ~C~ . 
lIi11i =burg. VA 23185 
101 Civ il Pro~edure I (B) Ka:-en ~< . Ke.nri.~ c. y 
- t ie-
Stra t f o r d B.:i..il itc!. e30) 
lIilliamsburg . VA 23185 
R.iuldol ph J . Myers 307-A Strat. f ord Rd . 
'Will i amst>urg , VA 23:85 
103 Contracts 1 (A) 
103 Cont. r a.cts 1 ( aJ 
309- C S~ra ~ forG Rc • 
• i11iamsburg , VA 23185 
~?t. 1-!. , Heritage Inn 
RichDoonc Roae 
WilliaJ;J.Sburg, VA 23;'85 
Cr a.ig H. S:ri:.:-. :3:9- B XL Verno n Ave. 
. ' i11 i amsbu r g , VA 23185 
105 Pr operty I (B) Robi~ i.. Strickler 302 Griffin Ave . 
Will i illaSourg , VA 23185 
107 Torts : (A) 004 Ada.oo.s Rd . 
Wi lliamsburg . VA 2318 5 
107 ";:o rto I (3 ) Gwyn E . Sta.on '9 lialmae Ct. 
"-i11 i amsburg , VA 23185 
J..vS Cons:'l.tutiOIla.l Law e,;,) Ga.ry S . Y.ars~:l 1699 Richmonc Rd. 
;,.'illiamsburg , VA 23185 
109 Coostitu t ional La,,", (3) Barry L . Je.nlins 132' Ricluaond Rd. H - G 
\.,'ill i amsburg , VA 23185 
203 '::riI:.in ... : 4w Franc is S. Fe r guson 1.06 v2 Xerr i mac i r. 
Will i amsburg , VA 23185 
30 3 Cor?orations Tho;:;.as O. Ra iney I III 1 1.4 -B~. Mt. Ve rnon Ave . 
. illiamsburg . VA 23185 
305 7rusts ~ Estates iticharc R. Siege: :376-'; Xc . Vernon Ave. 
liilliamsburg . VA 23185 
307 CO.D:mle r cial La..., \-.·illi~ ~ . Uoz ie.r 3 Y.ammoth Oak Rd . 
~ev;>ort News. VA 
309 Evide nce \o.'1l lial!! L. Bassett 112 Indian Springs Rd . 6l -c 
t.,1111ia'!!.sburg I VA 23185 
402 Cr iminal Proc edure I Jeror:!.e J . Bromicl 
405 Agency Pa-::'tne r sh1p Deborah Watson 
415 Fede ral Procedure J ohnny ~ . Farmer 
416 Family La ..... Fr ank A. Tait 
G17 Tria l & Appell. Prae. Janet B . Rub i n 
117 Lake Po".l1 Rd . • r. G- G 
.... ·i ll iaresbur g , \'/1. 23185 
107- 0 Strat f orc Rc . 
.... ' illlamsburP; . VA 23185 
3 771 Sherwood Pl .• Apt . 1 
:"\eo,.-por r. :\c""S . VA 
34 FeliX Drive 
',.,'illiamshurg , VA 23185 
l OO-C Stra tfo r d Rd . 
t,..·il l ,1al'\~h\!rg , VA 23185 
.. ... .... ! ••••••• • •••••••••• • • •••••• •••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• • •••• ~ 
· . ~ Schedule 1977 ~ 
· . : . 
: 197 7 Fall Sel"les t e r 
· ~ " u p-us t 23- 2G (Tues . & Pod . ) 
: Aupust :!S (Thurs . ) 
· : Septeober 7 (:·ec.) 
· : l~ovenbe r 23 (I !ed .) 
· i i:~ovemhe r 20 r ;on . ) 
: Deceober 5- 1E (Non .-.;;'r1.) 
· : Dececber 16 (Fri.) 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· : J anua ry I) Cion.) 
· : January 20 (Fr1.) 
~:: . iIarch 3 (Fri . ) 
:!arch 13 (lIon . ) 
· 
Ori en t a ti on/Rep- i s tra t ion 
Be?inninr. of Cl asses (8 a.m.) 
Las t Day fo r Cour se Change 
Thanksdvin r. Holida y (l p.m.) 
End of Thank.pi ving Holiday (8 a . m. ) 
ExaI!'ina t ion Peried 
Be~lnning of Christc\as Rec ess 
197~ Spring; SeInes t er 
Der lnnin~ of Cl as s es (8 a . m. ) 
L as t Day f or Course Changes 
Be[!inn inG Sprin g Re cess (5 p. M. ) 
End of Spring Recess ( 8 a . m.) 
: Ai' r il 2~ (tion .) - : lay 5 (Fr i.) Examina tion Period 
· . 
: Nay 14 (Su."1.) Cocoen cemen t 
!fa •••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••• • •••••••••••••• c. 
Bourassa, Cont'd. 
is limited . Several projects that 
have been initiated recently 
have tried to work at 
overcoming this isolation . 
Socially, most will agree that 
the ultimate hor ror is the 
exclusively law school party. 
There are those who are inclined 
to say that they are the worst 
because we are all just boring 
people, and there might be some 
merit in that, but I doubt it. It's 
just that opportunities to meet 
other than law students are often 
lacking. 
A step has been made in this 
direction by getting together to 
party with undergrads and other 
graduate students , but our 
contacts with them should not be 
limited to exchanging beers over 
a keg. 
Right now several 
opportunities are being 
presented that will involve work 
with outside of the law school. 
We are trying to develop a legal 
aid service for the entire school 
that will help students with their 
legal problems, (e.g., fights 
against Great Atlantic ); this will 
provide a benefit to us as well by 
allowing us to develop practical 
experience. 
. The point is that there are 
many things that can be done, . 
.and the responsibility has to be 
shared by everyone for coming 
up with ideas and being willing 
to pursue them. It is important 
to elect people who will be 
accessible to these ideas. 
If we want the people of this 
state to support our concern, we 
should try to do more than 
suggest that they will benefit by 
having well trained lawyers in 
the future . I suggest that this can 
be done by making our impact 
felt now. 
